
Discussion guide for August 9, 2020 !!
Walk This Way !!

The Benefits of Light & Consequences of Darkness 

!
*If we claim to be in the light yet walk in the darkness,  

                                                        .  

!
*Walking in darkness makes it difficult to enjoy  

                                                     . 

!
*Walking in darkness makes it difficult to enjoy 

fellowship with                                                                    .  !!
*God extends                      to those who walk in the light  

!
What Keeps Us Walking in the Darkness           

rather than The Light? 

!
*Our                                                                                   . 

!
*Our                                                                                   . 

!
Don’t, but if you do…  

!!!



Study Guide for August 9, 2020 !
Walk This Way !

*This week’s message is based on 1 John 1:5-10; 2:1-2. 

*Take a moment to consider the following quote from Francis 
Chan: “We live in a time when Christians need to be told that they 
are supposed to live like Christ. That's Weird…. The thought of a 
person calling himself a 'Christian' without being a devoted 
follower of Christ is absurd.”  What does it mean to you to be a 
“devoted follower of Christ? 

*As you look back at this passage, what are some of the benefits 
of “walking in the light?” 

!
*As you look back at this passage, what are some of the benefits 
of “walking in the darkness?” 

!
*Take a moment to read Isaiah 59:2 and Psalm 66:18.  Why do 
you think sin has such a significant impact on our relationship with 
God? 

!
*Throughout John’s letter, he hits hard on the subject of sin.  Why 
do you think God takes sin so seriously? 

!
*Why do you think many people, even at times self-proclaimed 
Christians, don’t take sin more seriously? 

!
*As you consider your life, are there any ways in which you are 
not currently “walking in the light?”  What might God be saying to 
you through this message? 

!


